
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS) 

What is the Derek Richards Archive? 
The Derek Richards Archive is a collection of information about Corston village. It 

has been gathered by Derek Richards and made available to the Corston Local 
History Group (CLHG). It consists of photographs, videos, books, booklets, 

documents, memories, stories and anything else we can find. 

There is also an archive of photos collected by Sue Harrison, scanned in B&W or 
colour. 

Where is the Archive kept? 
The originals are in “the box” currently with John & Kathy Bravin. Many of the items 

are not in fact “original” but are copies of documents provided to Derek Richards. 

Almost all of the material has been scanned electronically and is available on a 

Google drive at: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3Q0Ap1Aki74YzRwbkdxZG0wSkE 

The Corston Photo Archive is at 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3Q0Ap1Aki74V0tKblRrX0ZXV3M 

How big is the Archive? 
By 2017 we have over about 1000 items in over 33 folders requiring about 2 Gbytes 
of data storage (mostly photographs and documents) plus about 0 hours of video. 

 
Who can access the Archive? 

The aim is to make the Archive accessible to anyone with a computer or smart phone 
in an easily accessible format.  Currently the Archive has a rudimentary structure 

and is only available to a limited group. 

How is the Archive structured? 
At present all the Folders follow the structure created by John Acton when he 

collated Derek Richards’ original documents. 
 

There are 33 folders such as Cat 5 Maps and Cat 38 Flower Show. For the most 
part, each document only exists in one Category. This may be arbitrary e.g. a 

document relating to the Church may be filed under Cat 24 Miscellaneous. 
 
Eventually the records will be linked from a friendlier website. There will be multiple 

links to the same record meaning that documents can be accessed from multiple 
viewpoints. 

 
Does each file contain only one scanned document? 

NO! To scan each of 1000 documents and create a separate file for each would have 
been very time consuming. Documents in each Category with a similar format (e.g. 
Newspaper cuttings) are appended as one long multiple page .PDF file within the 

parent Category. If something in particular is of interest it is possible to “cut” a page 
or image from the appended file and save that separately. 

 
What format are the Archive files? 

All the files are either photos in B&W or Colour .JPG format, or scanned documents 

in .PDF format. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3Q0Ap1Aki74YzRwbkdxZG0wSkE
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Some images will need to be rotated for viewing (Open in Acrobat Reader, View, 

Rotate View) . You may be better copying the specific files you are interested in to 

your own computer. 

If time permits I may correctly rotate and scale all files. 

How are maps scanned? 

Some maps are very large and have not been scanned completely.  I have often 

scanned one page as an indication.  Scans of specific areas of a map can be made 

on request. 

Many maps are also available online with a far better quality (e.g. Ordnance Survey 

Maps. 

Is the Archive Indexed? 

Not yet. It will be relatively easy to Index the files when we have developed an Index 

List of Keywords e.g. we will want to see Keywords like Church, Jubilee etc but not 

House, Field etc 

Can I search the Archive? 

Yes. The .PDF files are searchable by keyword (e.g. Church, Hill House, Bartelt). 

There are two ways of doing this. 

You can use a Google Drive App to view and search .PDF documents in a Browser 

window just like using Google Chrome or Internet Explorer. There are many such 

free Apps. I recommend PDF Viewer Online. 

Or you can copy the files to your own computer and use Acrobat Reader (Open in 

Acrobat Reader, Edit, Find). 

Can I get copies of the Archive? 
Anyone with access can download copies of the archived documents in a .PDF 

format for personal study. 

Select an item from the Archive, right click and select Download. The downloaded 

copy can be viewed or saved in a local folder. 

Can I print items from the Archive? 

Anyone with access can download copies of the archived documents in a .pdf format 
and print for personal study. 

Select an item from the Archive, right click and select Download. The downloaded 

copy can be printed from a local folder. 
 

Who owns the copyright? 
No simple answer to this, but generally speaking we do. If you want to copy any of 

the Archive material you need to be aware that some items are scans of documents 
that may not be reproduced without permission.  
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More recent material may also be covered by the Data Protection Act. 

As we add new material we may have to request submitters sign a copyright release 

form to allow us to publish the items. In a limited way  

How are sound recordings and videos captured.? 

At present we have a few sound recordings of oral history.  We will digitise these 
(thanks to a purchase of a cassette player at Jean’s Garage Sale) and include them 
as .MP3 or . MP4 files. 

  
My eyesight is less than perfect 

All files are scalable, meaning you can Zoom In for detail. 
 

The simplest way is to “Fill To Width” using the Magnifying Glass at the floating 
toolbar on each page. It is also possible to scale to even more detail using the – or + 
icons. 

 
I have something which would be of interest to the Local History Group? 

Send an e-mail to the CLHG All contributions are welcome. Photographs and videos 
are copied and returned to you. You may be asked to sign a copyright release form 

to allow us to publish your items. You retain the copyright 

I think there is a mistake in the Archive 
We are not perfect. Send an e-mail to the CLHG and we will try to make the 

necessary corrections.  
 

I have a lovely white shiny Apple computer. 
All of the above is possible, but you may need to translate the instructions to Apple 

terminology. 
 
I am not sure how Google Drive and its App store work with Apple IOS. 

 
I have an amazing smart phone with 5G connectivity and a touch screen and 

a virtual reality headset. How do I use the Archive? 
You probably know more than me. Please let me know how it works. 

 
I’m completely lost. Help! 
I’m happy to come round and demonstrate, or to help with setting up the Archive 

on your computer. 
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What is the goal of all this work? 
An easy to use, richly populated, up to date Corston Local History Website. A bit 

like: 
 

 


